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These entries didn’t win but they were also great!

First Prize, Alistair from Gledfield 
with Kids’ Chronicle (top of page)

second Prize, 
Millie Grant 
from Bonar 
Bridge with 
Kyle Kids

third Prize,  
Marie Munro 
from Bonar 
Bridge with The 
Bonar Bridge

Kyle for Kids, cara, rosehall

The Kyle Kids Chronicles, Katie, Bonar Bridge

Kyle of Sutherland, Bella, Gledfield

The Stag (stag fighting with bears), thomas, rosehall

Winners of the Art Competition to name this magazine:
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My Magic Potion  
to Save the Giants

Gledfield Primary School

MeThed
heat up eye balls using a pan with  
greacy hair in it.
Grate bug eggs until nun is left in the 
pan. Pore the bug eggs in with the eye 
balls.
Melt giants’ toes in a microwave for an 
hour.
Cut up brain mix. 
After that get the eye balls and the bug 
eggs and pore the brain mix into the 
greacy pan.
Freeze the abominable bits in the fridge. 
After the giants’ toes is ready put it in 
the greacy pan.
Fry dragon entrails and drangon tongue 
into the mix.
Serve in a cauldron.
by Rebecca P4

thank you from us to Mrs stobo who volunteered her time today to help everyone 
make salt dough decorations for the church. We are all going to church on Friday to 
help decorate it for christmas.
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halloween
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Rockets
Bonar bridge Primary School

When we did the rocket 
building it was really 
fun because it gave us 
a challenge. i was in a 
group with rhea, Marie, 
Aaron and myself. the 
person who was teach-
ing was from one of 
the inverness university 
after that we put 200 g 
into the rocket then we 
pumped it up with air 
and then it would fly. 
By duncan. 

At school a lady from inver-
ness collage came in to make 
rockets. We all had to get in 
to four groups and make a 
rocket with a bottle. You had 
to cut wings from card and 
then stick them on. then you 
put a cone on the top to make 
it fly better and then we col-
ourd them in. We went out-
side and filled them up with a 
bit of water and pumped air 
into it and it shot up and flew 
up. By Jake.

E-book
First we were looking at a book cald cammi the camileon and we 
make are stories on paper so we could rub it out any mistakes. And 
then we made them online on book creator* and then we printed 
them. By donnie
*this is a app where you create a book. 
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 We made a hedgehog house for henry the hedgehog 
who is moving to Bonar Bridge for winter.
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Rosehall Primary School

Bonfire night poetry

Your heart rate

Bonfires night is full of fright and beautiful 
sight, 
oooos Aaaahs you will hear all night
now it’s time for some light
Flickering flames, sparkling sparklers, 
In the flames burns guy fawkes, 
rainbow of colour you see on your sight
everybody laughing, chatting and
screaming
i have never seen such a sight as the 
bonfire is growing
Guy Fawkes was plotting his evil plan but
he was caught so he was hung 
hot chocolate is warm and toasty
Time goes by and the bonfire dies
By dilan P6 

Bonfire night is such a sight sparkle sparkle pop i hope it doesn’t 
stop.
Overnight you might get a fright as the fireworks take flight
Neverending fireworks light up the sky we will keep bonfire  
roaring.... well we will try
Fireworks flash but don’t crash
I like intense loud bright flashes of light
Right in the centre of the sky fireworks fly.
everything is light and you’re pets might get a fright ¤D¤
Nothing can beat the food toffee apples and more I nearly get my 
stuck in the floor
I’m a big fan of bonfire night i like to see the light
Going there with you are sparklers so much fun (^o^)
How i love firewors it’s where nothing Scary lurkes
This is the end of bonfire night!
By Jack P6

by Maddie

Boys and girls 
averages

how to measure 
your heart rate. 

You will need: 
timer/stopwatch

heart rate table

two fingers

pulse

boys and girls 

(equal numbers) 

seat

calculator

estethoscope

Procedure: by duncan P1
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